Digital Duplicator

RICOH
DD 3334

☑ Copier  ☑ Printer  ☐ Facsimile  ☐ Scanner

DD 3334
monochrome
130 ppm
You can reduce print costs with fast, affordable duplication

As an educator, administrator or government employee, there’s no shortage of documents to print. Your challenge has been finding the time and budget to print them. Discover what you’ve been missing with the RICOH® DD 3334 Digital Duplicator. Use it to print tests, admission forms, report cards, government records and other frequently used documents with flexible positioning options, consistent quality and incredible speed every time, even when using various paper stocks and sizes.

Print quickly and economically

With the Ricoh DD 3334 Digital Duplicator you can make crisp copies at breakneck speeds without breaking a sweat — or the bank. In fact, you can produce up to 130 copies per minute at 400 dpi for a low cost per page. You can reduce costs even more by encouraging more responsible printing. Hold users accountable for print jobs with intuitive key counter management via user codes. Monitor all print tasks and check supplies with Ricoh software utilities, such as WebImageMonitor and @Remote, to ensure the device is ready when you are.

Deliver more information to large groups with fewer hassles

It’s not enough to get the right information to your audience — you have to do it at the right time. Follow the step-by-step instructions on the Ricoh DD 3334 Digital Duplicator’s LCD control panel, or use the single Start Key to create and print a wide range of master forms for copying and distribution to large groups in only moments. Use the A3 paper feed and larger 11” x 17” platen area for textbooks and larger forms. Add a splash of color to your documents with Ricoh’s standard color inks and optional quick-changing color drums. Or add an optional embedded print controller to print directly from your Windows® based PC.

Use less energy to communicate with your audience

Choose the Ricoh DD 3334 Digital Duplicator to reduce environmental impact and increase your bottom line. Duplicators don’t require a heat source during imaging, so you can reduce electricity costs compared to MFPs. It also doesn’t require warm-up time, so you can get started on print projects immediately. You don’t have to worry about shutting down either. The device shuts down automatically after extended periods of inactivity. Built to meet stringent ENERGY STAR® and EPEAT® Silver* requirements, the Ricoh DD 3334 Digital Duplicator can help you reduce the environmental impact on projects of every size. In addition, use the snap-open master eject box to dispose of master copies conveniently with no fuss and no mess.

*EPEAT Silver rating is applicable only in the USA.